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1. Illegal trafficking of works of art
   7333/96 ENFOPOL 91
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996

2. Measures to combat counterfeiting
   7332/96 ENFOPOL 90
   7167/1/95 ENFOCUSTOM 14 REV 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996

3. Combating terrorism
   - Assessment of the external and internal threat
     7389/96 ENFOPOL 92
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996

4. Draft joint position on pre-frontier assistance and training
   assignments
   7857/96 ASIM 85
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996

5. Draft joint action adopted by the Council on the basis of
   Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union providing for a
   common framework of the initiatives of the Member States of
   the European Union concerning liaison officers
   7522/96 ENFOPOL 95
   7520/96 ENFOPOL 94
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996

6. Draft Council Decision on measures implementing Article K.1 of
the Treaty on European Union

7419/1/96 JAI 32 REV 1

approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996
7. EDU
   - Work programme from July to December 1996
     7334/96 EUROPOL 29
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996
   - Coordinator's report for 1995
     4520/1/96 EUROPOL 9 REV 1
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 14.3.1996

8. Application of Article 50 of the Staff Regulations to an
   official of grade A1 at the General Secretariat of the
   Council
   7580/96 STAT 19
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.5.1996